
Variable Stars 
 Stars that are unstable and vary in brightness in time 

Cepheid Variable stars in the  
Small Magellenic Cloud (SMC). 
 
•  Dwarf Galaxy with ~100 million stars 

vary in brightness in time 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXJBrRmHPj8 



Variable Stars and The Instability Strip 
The instability strip occupies a 
region between the main sequence 
and the giant branch on the H-R 
diagram. A star passing through 
this region along its evolutionary 
track becomes unstable and 
pulsates. 

v  Mira was the first Variable 
discovered, in 1638!  

v  Over 50,000 in our Galaxy. 
v  Cepheids discovered in LMC 

and SMC just outside Milky 
Way galaxy. 

1.   Cepheid Variables are high 
mass stars with Periods 
greater than 1 day. 

 
2.   RR Lyrae Variables are 

low mass stars with Periods 
shorter than 1 day. 



Analogy for Cepheid Variability 

(a) As pressure builds up in this pot, the force on the lid (analogous to a 
Cepheid’s outer layers) increases.  

(b) When the pressure inside the pot is sufficient, it lifts the lid off (expands 
the star’s outer layers) and thereby allows some of the energy inside to 
escape. This process cycles (two cycles are shown here), as do the 
luminosity and temperature of Cepheid stars. 



 
 

   Cepheid Variable Stars 
•  Period: 1-50 Days 
•  Mass: 3-18 MSUN 
•  Magnitude Variation: 0.5-2.0 
•  Size Variation ~10% 

Doppler shifts prove Expansion/Contraction model 



 
 

  RR Lyrae Variables 
•  Period: 1.5-24 hours (shorter) 
•  Mass: 0.5-0.7MSUN (lighter) 
•  Magnitude Variation: 0.3-2.0 



M = -1.2 – 2.9 log P 

 In 1912 Henrietta Leavitt, an astronomer at Harvard, discovered that the 
periods of these stars are directly related to their luminosities.  

Brighter stars have longer periods, and dimmer stars have shorter 
periods. 

M=Avg. Absolute Mag. 
P=Period in Days 



M = -1.2 – 2.9 log P 

The Period-Luminosity Relationship allows us to determine the 
Absolute Magnitude M of a star solely from it’s Period P. 

M = Average Absolute Magnitude 
P = Period in Days 

Knowing M and m we can find the distance directly to the 
pulsating star. 

d = 10*100.2(m-M) 

The distance d is in pc’s. 

Distances to far away stars 
using Variable stars…. 



Binary Stars 



Mass Exchange Between Close Binary Stars 

This sequence of drawings shows how close binary stars can initially be 
isolated but, as they age, grow and exchange mass. Such mass exchange 
leads to different fates than if the same stars had evolved in isolation. 



CHAPTER 11 
The Deaths and Remnants of Stars 



Stellar Evolution 
•  There are several distinct phases in the life cycle of a star. 

The evolutionary path depends on the initial mass 
of the star. 

•  Although there is a continuous range of masses, there are 4 
ranges of masses that capture all of the interesting features. 

l  what happens to stars when core helium fusion ceases. 
l  how heavy elements are created. 
l  the characteristics of the end of stellar evolution. 
l  why some stars go out relatively gently and others go out 

with a bang. 
l  the incredible density of the matter in neutron stars and 

black holes and how these objects are observed. 

In this chapter you will discover… 



Stellar Evolution	




Post–Main-Sequence Evolution of Low-Mass Stars 

A typical evolutionary track on the H-R diagram as a star makes the 
transition from the main sequence to the giant phase.  



The Structure of an Old Low-Mass Star 

AGB=Asymptotic Giant Branch. 
Near the end of its life, a low-mass star, like the Sun, becomes a supergiant. (The 
Sun will be about as large as the diameter of Earth’s orbit.) The star’s inert core, the 
hydrogen-fusing shell, and the helium-fusing shell are contained within a volume 
roughly the size of Earth. The inner layers are not shown to scale here. 



Ejection of Gas from Giant star 
(to form a planetary nubula) 



Evolution from Supergiants to White Dwarfs 

The evolutionary tracks of three low-mass supergiants are shown as they 
eject planetary nebulae. The crosses are white dwarfs for which similar 
data exist. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iauIP8swfBY	

How the sun will die : and what happens to earth?	




Sirius A 
m=-1.44 -- T=9800K 

Mass~2.2xMSUN --  Radius =1.7xRSUN 
Type A1 Main Sequence Star 

Sirius B 
m=11.33 -- T=24,000K 
Mass~MSUN --  Radius =0.01 RSUN 
White Dwarf 

Size of Jupiter 

Close by White Dwarf - Sirius B 



Planetary Nebulae + White Dwarfs 

•  In the red giant phase the star expands by a factor of 10 or more.  The 
star will be large, red, and cool. 

•  The core continues to collapse, and helium can fuse into carbon for a 
short time. The outer layers of the star are ejected, forming Planetary 
nebula, thereby returning material to the interstellar medium.  But 
what about the core? 

•  After all of the helium in the core is used up, a low mass star cannot get 
hot enough to go to the next step of carbon fusion.  There is no more 
energy source to support the core, so it collapses. 

•  Eventually, the gas in the core becomes supercompressed.  The gas is 
said to be degenerate, and acts more like a solid. 

•  For a star with an initial mass of less than about 8 solar masses, 
the final object has a radius of only about 1% of the solar radius, and is 
extremely hot (and therefore blue). These are the White Dwarf stars. 

•  White Dwarf’s  mass < than the Chandrasekhar mass (1.4 Solar Masses) 
 
 



White Dwarfs 
planetary in size, but have a stellar mass 

–  The density is more than 1 million times that of water. 
–  White Dwarf: One teaspoon weighs about 5 tons 
–  The source of support is the electron degeneracy pressure, not 

gas pressure. The maximum mass that can be supported is 1.4 solar 
masses. 

–  There is no internal source of energy, i.e. no more fusion going on. 
The white dwarf cools down slowly over time.  Initially, the white 
dwarf is relatively hot (several times the solar temperature). 

–  Temp. – anywhere from 2500K to 100,000K. 
–  White dwarfs shine by leftover heat, not fusion.  
–  White Dwarf stars will eventually cool off and fade away slowly, 

becoming a Black Dwarf. 



Core-Envelope Separation 
Rapid Process: takes ~105 years Outer envelope gets slowly ejected. 

The core continues to contract:  
With the weight of envelope taken off, the core heats up less and it never 

reaches the Carbon fusion ignition temperature of 600 Million K  
Core and Envelope separate physically.  



Some Shapes of Planetary Nebulae 

An exceptionally spherical remnant, this shell of expanding 
gas, in the globular cluster M15 in the constellation Pegasus, 
is about 7000 ly (2150 pc) away from Earth. 



Some Shapes of Planetary Nebulae 

The Helix Nebula, NGC 7293, located in the constellation Aquarius, 
about 700 ly (215 pc) from Earth, has an angular diameter equal to 
about half that of the full Moon. Red gas is mostly hydrogen and 
nitrogen, whereas the blue gas is rich in oxygen. 



Some Shapes of Planetary Nebulae 

NGC 6826 shows, among other features, lobes of nitrogen-rich gas 
(red). The process by which they were ejected is as yet unknown. 
This planetary nebula is located in Cygnus. 



Some Shapes of Planetary Nebulae 

MZ 3 (Menzel 3), in the constellation Norma (the Carpenter’s 
Square), is 3000 ly (900 pc) from Earth. The dying star, creating 
these bubbles of gas, may be part of a binary system. 



Planetary Nebulae and White Dwarfs 

•  More central white dwarfs… 



Sirius and Its White Dwarf Companion 

Since Sirius A (11,000 K) and Sirius B (25,000 K) are hot 
blackbodies, they are strong emitters of X rays. 
Sirius B:   Size: 92% Earth's diameter Mass: 1.2 solar masses 
 



                       A White Dwarf in a binary system… 

White Dwarf 
Evolving (dying) Red 
Giant star Roche Lobes 

Accretion Disk 

Roche Lobe filled 

Later…. 

more later…. 



The Light Curve of a Nova Explosion 

Nova explosions occur when some matter 
from the red giant star falls onto the 
superdense companion white dwarf. 


